
 

 

 
WELCOME!  

We are glad you are joining us.  
 

November 14, 2021  
 

Worship Team led by David Dillon  
Message by Karl Helvig 

 
Prayer Focus 
Cultivating joy. 

 
YIELD  

Part 8: No More Pedestals  
 Joshua 15–22  

  
  
INTRODUCTION  
  
We live in a world infatuated with “even more.”  
  
Have you ever had a gospel-sized, perspective-shifting experience?  
  
We like to put these moments on pedestals.  
  
The stories in Joshua chapters 15 through 22 challenge us to reconsider our pedestals.  
  
JOSHUA 15–22  
  
Three Moments  
  
Joshua 17:3–6, The Daughters’ Inheritance  

These daughters believed there would be an inheritance when others doubted.  
God was expanding the rights of women long ago.  

  
Joshua 20:1–3, The Cities of Refuge  

God includes legal provision for mercy.  
“The Old Testament as a whole aims to prevent violence spreading.” – David G. Firth  
  

Joshua 21:41–42, The Division of Land  
God wants his presence remembered everywhere.  
God wants us to remember he is working every day, everywhere.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
YOUR MOVE  
  
Where do you NOT expect to find God?  
  
God is present and at work in all the details, no matter how seemingly mundane or tedious or 
discouraging.  
  
What would it look like to discover God everywhere?  
  
  



Part 8: No More Pedestals 
Joshua 15–22

INTRODUCTION 

In Karl’s sermon, he described an experience that he absolutely knew was given to him by God. It was 
gospel-sized and perspective-shifting. Have you ever had an experience like that?  

Take a few minutes and call to mind an experience like this in your own life. If you’re with a group, 
invite a couple people to share. 

Our world is infatuated with always getting more. We therefore tend to put these moments on 
pedestals. We crave them. Why? 

There are lots of reasons we emphasize “Pedestal Moments” in life but the stories of Joshua chapters 
fifteen through twenty-two challenge us to look at our lives a little differently. 

JOSHUA 15–22 

I’m giving you full permission to skim these chapters. They can be a bit … tedious. However, we’re 
going to focus on three moments when we can see God’s character shine through the dense text, 
and make us think, “Wow. God is really cool!” 

Joshua 17:3–6, The Daughters’ Inheritance 
These daughters believed there would be an inheritance. 
God was expanding the rights of women long ago. 
What strikes you about this story?  Why? 
What do you imagine these women were feeling when they approached Joshua with their 
request? 

Joshua 20:1–3, The Cities of Refuge 
God includes legal provision for mercy. 
“The Old Testament as a whole aims to prevent violence spreading.” – David G. Firth 
Considering what we have learned about ancient societies, how do you think the ancient 
Israelites would have responded to this provision for the cities of refuge? 
What are some modern equivalents to these ancient legal provisions for mercy? 
How do we personally create space for mercy in our own lives? 

Joshua 21:41–42, The Division of Land 
God wants his presence remembered everywhere. 
God wants us to remember he is working everywhere. Every day, everywhere. 
The Levites – God's Priests – were given cities spread throughout the whole nation, what is the 
significance of this? 
What does it look like to remind ourselves of God’s presence in all the different areas of our 
own lives? 



Here’s a somewhat counterintuitive question: Where do you NOT expect to find God? Why not? 

What would it look like to become more mindful of God’s presence with you even where you least 
expect it? 

This week, lean into the practice of curiosity. Taking a cue from the three moments in 
Joshua we’ve discussed, remember this: God is present and at work in all the details, no matter how 
seemingly mundane or tedious. 

What would it look like in your life to discover God everywhere? 

Psalm 16:11 says 
“You make known to me the way of life. 
In your presence is fullness of Joy.” 

IF that is true, then we know that 
When we discover God is present everywhere, we discover joy is present everywhere. 

Take a moment to write out a prayer asking God to open your eyes so that his joy may be revealed in 
the everyday moments. 

YOUR MOVE – Practice Curiosity 


